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THE STAMP USED TO MAIL THIS LETTER WAS

\

FREE!
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SENT TO ME IN THE MAI L!
"Your stamp pro$:ms are
the best in the business! I
receive 200 to 300 free
first class stamps every
two weeks!"
B. Kern; San Diego

In order to minimize my postage costs, I always insert this page into my mailings. You can do the same! It sure pays off!
Just as you and I have large postage costs in our home businesses, so do many others. As you mail your MLM and mail order
offers to your prospects, you may insert this extra page at no cost other than copying. Your prospective client may or may not
be interested, but many will join you in |figFREE STAMPS FOREVERprogram because it just makes sense fo,
"u"ryoo"
to minimize their postage costs whenever possible!
This program has great appeal because of the low cost and laige return potential. No need to send follow-up material or
produce the flyers because the monitor does all that for you!
Hey! Test it and see for yourself'! Just include this page in your next half dozen mailings of one hundred or more and you
will find envelopes stuffed with First Class Stamps in your mailbox just as I do! And no matter how many stamps you use,
more arrive in your mailbox everyday. FREE STAMPS FOREVER is a mail order dealer's drearn come true!
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Retum this flyer to the Monitor along rvith your name, address and 60 First Class Stamps. In a few days you will receive
3 copies of this flyer with your personal code number in the First Position. Print and Mail as many as you can. Just include
one of these little gems in all your outgoing mail. They ride FREE and do not conflict with anything else you are offering.
you only sponsor 5 others and they do the same, you would receive 39,050 stamps! Sign up 10 and receive 1,111,000 stamps
if everyone else does the same! As long as you continue to mail this program, your name remains in the First Position. YOU
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WILL RECEIVE FREE STAMPS FOREYER!
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NAME:
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431 66

36689
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ADDRESS:

CITY/STATEIZIP:

Complete and mail with 60 First Class Stamps to the Monitor:
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